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Great Response from Scottish Users
The Scottish data went live this week and we have had a great response from
our Scottish Users so far. Read on to see just why we are receiving comments
such as:

"Site works great, easy to use and very useful"
"Very impressed!!"
"Really excellent and very useful site".

It took longer for us to get the Scottish sales up on the site due to a number of
complex issues we had to deal with but after a lot of hard work behind the scenes
sorting the data we are now able to offer the most comprehensive results
available in an easy to use format.
We now have more Scottish property sale data than available anywhere else on
the web and many people have been asking us how this is possible? Firstly we
have gathered and organised information for sales registered back to 1999 (this
also includes some sales as far back as 1950). Using our own custom
technology, we were able to perform an operation which mapped every Scottish
address in our database of sales to a post code. This means that a post code
search on our site will return more results than any other house price site on the
web, including the official Registry of Scotland website.
As well as the data which is available on other sites, we have also included
additional records by scanning extracts of the original register, making us the first
site to allow this important sales data to be searched live on the Internet.
Our search facility catergorises sales into whether they are residential,
commercial or land sales and our 'Advanced' search and the 'Refine' tool enables
you to widen or narrow your search by locality and date. This intelligent search
function enables you to make best possible use of the data and helps you quickly
find the exact information you are looking for.
The best thing about our search is that it is completely free for personal use and
just like English and Welsh users you can now perform 20 searches a week free
of charge.
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